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Schedules/Breaks/Bathroom breaks/Eating at FKS
The priority of FKS, where staff schedules are concerned, is
continuity of care for the children and families that make up our FKS
Family.
Staff are also a part of that family. For that reason, upon hire, staff
have an active role in creating a schedule that best fits both partys
availability & responsibilities.
In creating schedules, much flexibility is given and an equal amount of
flexibility is expected in return. Some staff members choose
schedules that are made up of long days and they choose not to have a
break during those long shifts. Others work part time (1/2 days) or
split shifts. Breaks are not automatically added into a person’s daily
schedule, they are planned individually upon hire in order to support
staffing needs. By facilitating an ideal scenario for each staff
member, we create an environment where teachers are able to be at
their best for the children in our care.
Teachers are encouraged to eat meals/snacks with the children (while
still caring for their table needs). In this family style environment,
kids serve themselves drinks from small pitchers, getting their own
silverware and clean up their own space as they are able. They use
language to practice manners by asking a friend or teacher to pass an
item or help with what they need. We do not share our personal food

from with the children and children do not share their food with one
another.
When a staff member needs to use the restroom, the best time is
before or after a bath rooming time for the children. This helps to
avoid the need to walk away from the group. Ultimately, the children
cannot be left unattended while a staff member uses the restroom. If
nature calls at an unplanned time, just be sure to let someone know
before you walk away so that they can be sure to cover the gap.
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